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Abstract
In its toponomy’s Gjakova has a range of features in which distinguished Albanian toponyms
very clean , but many of them bear upon himself to trace multiple periods of our historical
past from ancient times , the early Middle Ages , late and it 's a new time , the impact of
oriental languages as a result of the rule of the Turkish Empire , and finally to the Slavic
influence , although in this area of Kosovo has never been more than two percent of the
population belonging to the Slavic . As the empire ruling states have left their stratification in
toponymy , the linguistic origin of the names of different habitats in the vicinity Gjakova ,
belonging to several languages. Tion in this paper I will focus on the use of permanent
topographical Oriental influence in Djakovica area , so the impact of oriental languages:
Turkish - Persian - Arab in Gjakova toponomy surroundings.Toponymy of Gjakova separated
by type of naming the other city Kosovo which have been put into use other suffixes , as i
saw while Osek documented forms is Pashaoski , Osek Hile - Hileosik forms is documented.
A wide stretch of oriental origin labels observed in areas within the city that even today
remain as a way of identifying more used to local residents.They jealously guard these old
names , even though every neighborhood street has officially received a name given in recent
history and probably is renamed during the last decade.Such cases mentioned in dozens of
different categories such as springs , Mahala, bridges , bazaars etc.This shows the tendency of
people to maintain traditional forms of so-called denominations, especially those derived
from Turkish,Arabic and Persian.Since land holdings were formerly in the possession of the
Beys of aghas had their titles and microtoponymy makrotoponymy encounter within the
territory of Gjakova , as well as those devised in the headlines thanks to clerical religious
authorities . Interestingly us mikrotops words emanate from the Turkish ranks as kavaz,
Subash, but saray etc.
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